The "New" Emmanuel Arrives

by Anthony Schueller SSS – Editor

These are exciting times at Emmanuel Magazine.

Readers of the Magazine of Eucharistic Spirituality, now in its 120th year of publication, will notice some dramatic changes starting with the January/February 2014 issue. Some are immediately evident; others only after you pick it up and begin reading.

The obvious changes include a larger format, a redesigned masthead, a contemporary layout, and the addition of a new section, “The Eucharist & Culture”—focusing on art, films, music, books, and poetry—provides, in the words of art director Father John Christman SSS, “an opportunity to explore the many and varied ways that our world can be seen ‘in the light of the Eucharist.’”

The changes are intended to build on the magazine’s strengths and to reach out to even more readers. Emmanuel will continue offering articles of practical eucharistic theology and spirituality for all who love the Eucharist and seek to find in it inspiration for their daily life and ministry. The Breaking the Word column, always popular with priests and deacons, has been divided into three sections: an overview of the scriptural texts for each Sunday and major feast, a meditation on the word of God, and a reflective prayer for personal or liturgical use.

In addition to the revised print edition, Emmanuel will also be available in a digital edition for the first time in its history, for just $20.00 a year. Print subscribers can access the digital edition without charge.

Emmanuel is unique among Catholic periodicals in the United States in that it examines the eucharistic mystery in all of its dimensions: celebrated, contemplated, and lived in witness and in service to others. It also brings a sacramental perspective to its writing, an important consideration in Christianity which understands that all of reality is touched with grace and the divine presence.

We invite the readers of Bread Broken & Shared to subscribe to Emmanuel by calling (440) 449-2103 or via e-mail to emmanuel@blessedsacrament.com.
In our 120th year of publication, *Emmanuel*, the Magazine of Eucharistic Spirituality, is expanding its presence online with a new website and a digital edition. These additions, along with a newly designed print edition, will further promote *Emmanuel’s* mission to “see all of reality in the light of the Eucharist.” Those interested in church ministry, eucharistic theology, and eucharistic spirituality will find *Emmanuel* to be an excellent resource for prayer, reflection, and ministry. Subscribe today.

2 Year Print Subscription* ................. $65.00
1 Year Print Subscription* .................. $35.00
1 Year Digital Subscription .................. $20.00

* Print subscription includes access to the digital edition.
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